STALLHOLDERS
INFORMATION PACK

CBR FAIR DAY PRIDE IN THE PARK
Meridian and SpringOUT are proud to present CBR Fair Day Pride
in the Park 2021. Fair Day Pride in the Park is Canberra’s biggest
LGBTIQA+ (lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans, gender diverse, intersex,
queer, and asexual, +) community event and a celebration of
Canberra’s wonderful and diverse LGBTIQA+ communities. It is a
fabulous day of music, performances and activities for everyone.
Fair Day has launched the SpringOUT Pride Festival each year since
SpringOUT’s inauguration in 1999 and is one of the most anticipated
events on the LGBTIQA+ calendar. SpringOUT is Canberra’s queer
cultural festival which affirms the pride, joy, dignity and identity of
Canberra’s LGBTIQA+ communities through events of celebration.
In 2021 CBR Fair Day Pride in the Park will be held at Glebe Park.
Glebe Park provides the perfect backdrop for CBR Fair Day Pride
in the Park’s entertainment and exciting stalls, activities and people
to meet. Glebe Park is within easy walking distance of Braddon and
Civic.

ABOUT MERIDIAN
Since its establishment in 1983, Meridian has been delivering
important outcomes for the health and wellbeing of Canberra’s
LGBTIQA+ communities. Meridian began as the AIDS Action
Council, a community-based response to the HIV epidemic;
however, services have evolved in response to community needs
and medical advances.
Today Meridian is a peer-led, community-controlled organisation
taking action to improve the health and wellbeing of people
impacted by HIV and LGBTIQA+ people and create safe and
inclusive communities. Meridian provides sexual health education
and prevention, targeted health promotion activities, community
events, education and training. Meridian’s values of Respect,
Inclusiveness, Partnership and Empowerment are embodied in
Fair Day Pride in the Park – celebrating the diversity of Canberra’s
LGBTIQA+ communities.
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FAST FACTS
DATE: SATURDAY 30 October 2021
TIME: 11 am to 6 pm
VENUE: Glebe Park, a beautiful public park located within easy strolling distance of Civic.
LOCATION: GLEBE PARK, AKUNA STREET, CIVIC, ACT, 2601
PARKING: Parking in the area is limited. Walking, cycling and taking public transport is highly
encouraged.
PARTICIPANTS: LGBTIQA+ communities and allies & wider communities from Canberra and
surrounding NSW areas.
DEADLINE: The deadline for stallholder applications is: COB FRIDAY 3 SEPTEMBER 2021
CBR FAIR DAY PROGRAM: The CBR Fair Day program will be announced in mid-October on
the following sites: www.meridianact.org.au www.facebook.com/MeridianACT

WHY BECOME A CBR FAIR DAY
2021 STALLHOLDER?
Stallholders at CBR Fair Day Pride in the Park have access to a highly targeted, influential and
diverse audience in Canberra and surrounding regions including key influential decision makers
in both public and private sectors. Canberra is Australia’s most inclusive city, where LGBTIQA+
communities proactively support LGBTIQA+ businesses and organisations, and businesses that
publicly support the LGBTIQA+ communities.
CBR Fair Day Pride in the Park is a family friendly event, with entertainment and activities for
children, families and individuals – everyone is welcome. The majority of Fair Day attendees are
members or allies of LGBTIQA+ communities and approximately 80% live in Canberra, with other
attendees travelling from Queanbeyan, Sydney, the South Coast and Bungendore. In 2019 an
estimated 1,900 people attended which is a 12% increase from 2017.
Attendees from 2019 were asked to rate the effectiveness of CBR Fair Day Pride in the Park at
connecting LGBTIQA+ people with relevant services, information and support and scored a 4.7
out of 5!
“Connection with community greatly exceeded expectations and provided extensive
opportunities to grow our network.”
“We did not have a stall to seek business opportunities or a new audience. We wanted
to be a part of the celebrations.”
Stallholder spaces sold out last year, so we recommend getting your application in early!
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BUSINESS AND GOVERNMENT STALLS
CBR Fair Day Pride in the Park is a perfect opportunity to place your business in front of our diverse
LGBTIQA+ and broader communities. CBR Fair Day Pride in the Park provides a valuable and
positive platform to develop relationships, network and show your support for the communities!
Sponsorship opportunities are also available, which will provide you with the opportunity to
increase your brand impact across various advertising platforms – see our sponsorship application
for further information.

COMMUNITY STALL
CBR Fair Day Pride in the Park places community groups centre stage amongst their communities
providing a valuable and positive platform to deliver their message.
The community stall price is only for not for profit organisations and is not available to trading
individuals. Community stalls are unable to sell merchandise or conduct revenue raising activities.
A community organisation is one that has the welfare of the community as its core purpose
and reflected in the nature of its activities. Such an organisation must be not for profit, not a
government institution, and able to articulate its contribution to the community.
We want CBR Fair Day Pride in the Park to be a celebration of Canberra’s LGBTIQA+ diversity. A
small number of spaces have been dedicated to organisations that might struggle to cover the
costs of having a stall at CBR Fair Day Pride in the Park. Please contact Meridian to discuss this if
you would like to apply for special consideration.

TYPE

NUMBER AVAILABLE

INVESTMENT

Business Stall

20 Only

$175

Community Stall

40 Only

$90

By being part of CBR Fair Day Pride in the Park 2021 your organisation or business will have the
opportunity to:
•
•
•
•

Strengthen your business’ brand recognition with Canberra’s diverse LGTBIQA+ communities
Develop relationships with new customers
Network with other organisations and businesses
Show your support for the LGBTIQA+ communities. CBR Fair Day Pride in the Park 2021 will
be advertised in mainstream media and LGBTIQA+ targeted and community media and on all
major ACT event websites.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Acceptance of CBR Fair Day Pride in the Park sponsorship and stallholder applications is subject to the approval of
Meridian. Meridian reserves the right to decline applications without explanation. The name of an organisation, but
not a specific product, will be associated with the stallholder arrangement (exceptions by arrangement). All sponsors
and stallholder materials associated with CBR Fair Day Pride in the Park must be in keeping with Meridian’s values.

GENERAL
Meridian will not be held responsible for any damage or loss
to person or property that occurs before or at CBR Fair Day
Pride in the Park whether, real or through fault, negligence or
otherwise including weather and/or cancellation of the event. In
consideration of Meridian accepting a stallholder or sponsor’s
application the stallholder or sponsor will indemnify and keep
indemnified Meridian (and/or its directors, officers, employees,
volunteers, contractors, sponsors and/or agents) in respect of
any action, suit, proceeding, claim, demand, damage, penalty,
cost or expense by any person and from any liability arising as
a result of or in connection with the stallholder or sponsor’s
participation in CBR Fair Day Pride in the Park 2021. It shall be
the responsibility of the stallholder and/or sponsor to arrange
all relevant insurance including but not limited to Public Liability,
loss, damage and theft.

1.9

Stallholders including sponsors accept responsibility for
setting up and clearing their stall space and surroundings,
including the removal of all waste and recycling. Any
rubbish or items left behind may incur a cleaning fee of
$50. This amount is to cover staffing fees for over time
and will be billed to you via invoice after the event.

1.10 Stallholders including sponsors must ensure that the
products and services on their site are accurately reflected
in the application.
1.11 Stallholders including sponsors will receive confirmation
of their site by email.

1.3

Meridian reserves the right to allocate the sale and
distribution of certain retail items to more than one
vendor, unless otherwise negotiated in writing.

1.12 All stallholders are required to have adequate protection
from the sun. If unable to provide their own shelter it
will be necessary to hire a marquee. No holes or pegs
are permitted. All marquees must be self-standing and
suitably weighted.

1.4

Community stalls may not give away products or services
that a business is also providing for a fee. Stallholders
should indicate in their application form any merchandise
they will be giving away.

1.13 Meridian will conduct random inspections of stalls to
ensure compliance with these requirements. Stallholders
agree to comply with any compliance requests from
Meridian on the day.

1.5

Meridian reserves the right to be the sole fundraiser at
the event. Stallholders may seek an exemption in writing
to the Event Coordinator 30 days prior to CBR Fair Day
Pride in the Park 2021. Meridian’s decision is final

1.6

Meridian reserves the right to be the sole surveyor of
attendees. No other surveys are allowed to be conducted
at Fair Day Pride in the Park 2021.

1.7

Meridian reserves the right to refuse late applications.
If an application is accepted, it is dependent on site
availability.

1.8

Meridian reserves the right to refuse requests (e.g.
additional space, power, signage, etc.) that may be made
by a stallholder or sponsor either before or on CBR Fair
Day Pride in the Park.

2. SET UP
2.1

The CBR Fair Day Pride in the Park event site will be open
from 7:30am. Stallholders must arrive at their allocated
time to prevent delays and traffic jams. Failure to do this
may result in delays in stall set up

2.2

On arrival, stallholders must check in at the information
desk between 7:30am – 10:00am to sign in with a CBR Fair
Day Pride in the Park official who will direct stallholders
to their stall.

2.3

All vehicles must be removed from the grounds by
10.15am.
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2.4

Access to Glebe Park by vehicle is via the entrance at the
south end of the park, off Coranderrk Street, the bollards
will be open from 7:30am – 10:00am for load in. A map
will be provided to stallholders in the weeks leading up
to the event. No cars are permitted to drive or park on
the grassed area. You will be directed to the exit once
you have unloaded. A trolley is advisable for heavy items
Special parking will not be provided for stallholders.

3. DURING
3.1

Stallholders including sponsors must be ready for CBR
Fair Day Pride in the Park to start at 11am. CBR Fair Day
Pride in the Park will conclude at 6pm.

3.2

Vehicles belonging to stallholders including sponsors
will not be permitted into Glebe Park during the event,
except if the vehicle is a part of the stall, and said stall is
a food service stall located in the agreed position in the
park.

3.3

3.4

Stallholders are not permitted to trade outside of their
designated stall. Stallholders may hand out fliers or
vouchers though are asked to conduct themselves with
patrons’ comfort and enjoyment of CBR Fair Day Pride in
the Park in mind. Any stallholders deemed to be hassling
visitors to CBR Fair Day Pride in the Park will be asked to
cease this activity and return to their stall by a CBR Fair
Day Pride in the Park Official.
All items must be set up within a stallholder’s allocated
space unless prior written approval is granted by Meridian.
Meridian reserves the right to ask you to remove any
items obstructing thoroughfares.

3.5

Meridian is not responsible for stallholder’s breaks

3.6

Stallholders are required to participate in an evaluation
survey for the development and sustainability of Fair Day
in future years.

3.7

All stallholders and their staff and volunteers give consent
for any photos or media taken by Meridian. Individuals
may ‘opt out’ by contacting events@meridianact.org.au.

4.3

5. ELECTRICITY
5.1

All electrical equipment must be set up prior to 9:30am
and must be tagged and tested.

5.2

All appliances, cords and boards will be checked for safety
and compliance. If at any stage a CBR Fair Day Pride in the
Park Official does not believe any electronic equipment to
be safe then it must be turned off immediately.

6. CONDITIONS OF PAYMENT
6.1

4.1

Stallholders must not begin packing up before 6pm, unless
approval is given by a CBR Fair Day Pride in the Park
Official.

4.2

Vehicle access at the end of the day will not be permitted
until the crowd has dispersed. Please confirm with a CBR
Fair Day Pride in the Park Official before bringing a vehicle
onto the grounds.

On receipt of confirmation an application has been
accepted, a tax invoice will be forwarded to the stallholder
or sponsor by Meridian. All stallholders must be fully
paid within Meridian’s trading terms of 30 days, or by 28
October 2021, whichever should occur sooner.

7. CANCELLATION POLICY
7.1

By submitting the attached form stallholders and
sponsors acknowledge and accept the following
cancellation costs:
• More than 90 days prior to the event – No charge
• 60-90 days – 30% of agreed value
• 30-60 days – 50% of agreed value
• Less than 30 days prior – 100% of agreed value

7.2

Fees are non-refundable except in the event that an
application is not accepted by CBR Fair Day Pride in the
Park before the closing date for the relevant application.
No refund will be issued after the close of applications
including in circumstances where a stallholder or sponsor
does not attend CBR Fair Day Pride in the Park or CBR
Fair Day Pride in the Park is cancelled due to bad weather.

7.3

In the event of postponement of the event due to
COVID-19 related Public Health Directions, Meridian
will inform stallholders of the new event date as soon
as it is decided. If the stallholder is unable to attend on
the newly agreed date, or the event must be cancelled
stallholders and sponsors will receive a refund of 90% of
the cost of their sponsorship or stall. The 10% is used to
cover administration costs.

throughout the day.

4. PACK UP

Stallholders must ensure they leave their space clean and
tidy, free of any rubbish. Untidy stalls may be charged a
$50 cleaning fee – see 1.8.
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8. INSURANCE

11. DEADLINES

8.1

Please note that all stallholders and sponsors are required
to provide a current copy of the Certificate of Currency for
their Public Liability Insurance with the application form. If
the insurance expires between submitting this form and
30 October 2021, the stallholder or sponsor must send an
updated certificate when available, and before the event.
the event.

11.1

8.2

Stallholders who do not have public liability insurance
must notify Meridian upon application.

8.3

Stallholders wishing to sell food must also provide a copy
of their food business registration, or evidence of their
exemption.

9.

PRIVACY AND SECURITY

9.1

Meridian collects information as required in order to
administer and manage sponsorship and exhibitor
registrations. If a stallholder does not provide all the
relevant information including email address then
registration may not be confirmed. Meridian is totally
committed to protecting the information collected for this
purpose and will not make details available to any third
party in any instance. If a stallholder or sponsor wishes to
access their information or has queries in relation to how
Meridian handles this information, please contact us on 02
6257 2855 or events@meridianact.org.au.

9.2

Personal information will be handled in accordance with
Meridian’s Privacy Policy, which is available at https://
www.meridianact.org.au/privacy_policy

10. CODE OF CONDUCT
10.1 All sponsors/stallholders acknowledge that participation
at the 2021 CBR Fair Day Pride in the Park implies certain
responsibilities. Meridian requires all stallholders and
sponsors to be aware of and abide by a set of general
rules and regulations, which are traditionally considered
standard. These cover issues regarding workplace health
and safety, insurance, noise restrictions, damages,
cleaning, venue limitations, venue compliance elements
as well as any actions that are considered contrary to
standard professional ethics.

Meridian may set various deadlines in relation
to items such as signage, registrations,
advertisements, printing etc. Meridian is under
no obligation to action any item or request from
a sponsor/stallholder that deals with an issue that
had an identified due date, which was subsequently
passed. Sponsors and stallholders are responsible
for ensuring their own compliance with identified
deadlines. Meridian will ensure that all sponsors/
stallholders are kept fully informed of all deadlines,
logistical details and information requirements.

12. A HEALTHY CBR FAIR DAY FOR ALL
12.1 Meridian is funded by ACT Health. As such, it is a
condition of having a stall at CBR Fair Day Pride in the
Park that all stallholders and sponsors are sheltered from
the sun.
12.2 CBR Fair Day Pride in the Park 2021 is a non-smoking
event. Smoking will not be permitted within the CBR Fair
Day Pride in the Park and Meridian reserves the right to
ask smokers to move outside the venue or to put their
cigarettes out.
12.3 CBR Fair Day Pride in the Park is a family friendly event.

13. CBR FAIR DAY AT GLEBE PARK
13.1 The CBR Fair Day Pride in the Park area will be located
at Glebe Park, Canberra. No outside drink or food is
permitted on the CBR Fair Day Pride in the Park site.
Meridian can ask an individual or a stallholder or sponsor
to leave the site if need be.
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APPLICATION FORM - PART A
Business or Company Name:
Contact Person ( Full Name):
Postal Address:

Phone No:
Mobile No:
Email:
Website:
ABN:

PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR STALL: (PRODUCTS, MERCHANDISE, SERVICES, ACTIVITIES, HOW MANY PEOPLE
WILL STAFF THE STALL?)

DOES YOUR ORGANISATION HAVE A MARQUEE (3M X 3M OR SMALLER) THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO USE ON THE
DAY? IF YES, PLEASE STATE THE SIZE OF THE MARQUEE (IF ‘NO’, PLEASE LEAVE BLANK)

PLEASE LIST ANY SPECIAL REQUESTS YOU MAY HAVE RELATING TO YOUR STALL. DO YOU NEED POWER? ACCESS TO
WATER? ALL REQUESTS WILL BE GIVEN DUE CONSIDERATION. Please be aware there is limited power available at Glebe
Park so we encourage stallholders to utilise eco-friendly or pre-charged alternatives to outlet powered items:
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APPLICATION FORM - PART B
ITEM

PRICE

QUANTITY COST

STALLHOLDERS (this fee includes 1x trestle table and 2x chairs)
Business/Government Standard Stall providing own 3m x 3m marquee

$175

Business/Government Standard Stall includes $132 hired 3m x 3m marquee

$307

Community Standard Stall providing own 3m x 3m marquee

$90

Community Standard Stall includes $132 hired 3m x 3m marquee

$222

Major Sponsor Stall (please see sponsorship form)

$2,500

Supporting Sponsor Stall (please see sponsorship form)

$750

ADDITIONAL ITEMS

PRICE

Chair (Maximum 2 additional chairs for standard stalls)

$5

QUANTITY COST

Donation to Meridian (all donations are tax deductible)

TOTAL $
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APPLICATION FORM - PART C
DECLARATION FOR COMMUNITY STALLS
I accept that community stalls cannot sell merchandise or conduct revenue raising activities

DECLARATION FOR ALL STALLHOLDERS
I have read and agree to the terms & conditions for stallholders.
I accept that stallholders are not permitted to trade outside of their designated stall.
I have included a copy of the current Public Liability Insurance certificate.
I have included a copy of my Food Registration Certificate (food vendors only).
I do NOT have any public liability insurance and will contact Meridian to discuss.
All information on this form is, to the best of my knowledge, correct at the time of signing this declaration.
I take responsibility for any incorrect information.

NAME OF ORGANISATION / BUSINESS:
NAME OF PERSON SIGNING ON
BEHALF OF ORGANISATION:
SIGNED:
DATE:

TO RESERVE A STALL AT CBR FAIR DAY, PLEASE RETURN COMPLETED FORMS TO
MERIDIAN NO LATER THAN FRIDAY 3 SEPTEMBER 2021.
Email: events@meridianact.org.au
Post: Meridian, PO Box 5245, Braddon ACT 2612
Address: Havelock House, 85 Northbourne Ave, TURNER ACT 2612 , Gould Street entrance.
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